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Into the Little Hill
A lyric tale in two parts
for soprano, contralto and ensemble of 15 players

Text by Martin Crimp
Anu Komsi
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Hilary Summers
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John Corbett, basset horn
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Martin Crimp’s text is included by permission of Faber Music
All works published by Faber Music www.fabermusic.co.uk
Cover photograph from the original production © Raphael Pierre 2006
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Into the Little Hill

(2006)

PART ONE
The Crowd
Kill them they bite / kill them they steal
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The Minister and the Crowd
The Minister greets the crowd

2.49
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III

The Crowd
Kill them they bite / kill them they steal

1.42
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IV

The Minister and the Stranger
Night comes but not sleep.

8.32
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V

INTERLUDE
Mother and Child
Why must the rats die, Mummy?

6.32

6

VI

7

VII

The Minister and the Stranger
His head lies on his desk / between the family photograph

5.52

8

VIII

INTERLUDE
Mother(s) and Child(ren)
Each cradle rocks empty–

6.58

PART TWO
Inside the Minister’s Head
Under a clear sky / the Minister steps from the limousine

0.50

3.43

Kent Nagano spent his early professional years in Boston as assistant conductor to Seiji
Ozawa at the Boston Symphony Orchestra. He played a key role in the world premiere
of Messiaen’s opera Saint François d’Assise at the request of the composer. Nagano’s
success in America led to European appointments: Music Director of the Opéra National
de Lyon (1988-1998), Music Director of the Hallé Orchestra (1991-2000) and Associate
Principal Guest Conductor of the London Symphony Orchestra. World premieres from
these years include Bernstein’s A White House Cantata and operas by Peter Eötvös (Three
Sisters), John Adams (The Death of Klinghoffer and El Niño) and Saariaho’s L’amour de loin
at the Salzburg Festival.
He was Artistic Director and Chief Conductor of the Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester
Berlin 2000-6 where he performed Schönberg’s Moses und Aron, Zemlinsky’s Der König
Kandaules and Schreker’s Die Gezeichneten, and recorded Bernstein’s Mass, Mahler’s
Eighth Symphony and Schönberg’s Die Jakobsleiter.
As a much sought-after guest conductor he has worked with most of the world’s
finest orchestras. His recordings of Busoni’s Doktor Faustus and Prokofiev’s Peter and the
Wolf were both awarded Grammys
Kent Nagano was born in California and has been Music Director of the Berkeley
Symphony Orchestra there since 1978. He became the first Music Director of Los Angeles
Opera in 2003. In September 2006 he succeeded Zubin Mehta as Music Director of
the Bayerische Staatsoper and also became Music Director of the Montreal Symphony
Orchestra. www.kentnagano.com

Recorded on 9-11 November 2007 at the Bockenheimer Depot, Frankfurt Opera
A co-production with the BBC and Hessian State Radio (Hessischer Rundfunk Frankfurt)
Producer: Udo Wüstendörfer
Balance Engineer: Thomas Eschler
By permission of hrMedia Frankfurt
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Franck Ollu is considered an expert in the field of contemporary music. Artistic Director of
the Swedish Ensemble for New Music “KammarensembleN”, he works in conjunction with
leading composers and appears regularly with prestigious ensembles such as Ensemble
Modern, Birmingham Contemporary Music Group, London Sinfonietta and the Philharmonia
Orchestra in their Music of Today series. Franck Ollu has appeared as a symphonic
conductor at festivals including the Berliner Festwochen, Lincoln Center Festival in New
York, Theatre Colon in Buenos-Aires, Musica Viva in Munich and Musica Nova festival in
Helsinki.
He has championed works by many contemporary composers and conducted the
premieres of works by Hans Zender, Peter Eötvös, Emmanuel Nunes, Brian Ferneyhough
and Wolfgang Rihm. He conducted the premiere of George Benjamin’s opera Into the Little
Hill in performances at the Paris Bastille, and later in Amsterdam, Dresden, Liverpool,
Frankfurt, Vienna and New York. He led performances of Pascal Dusapin’s opera Medea,
and Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress, and in summer 2008 conducted Dusapin’s opera
Passion commissioned for the Aix-en-Provence Festival.
Franck Ollu was born in La Rochelle, France and studied music in Paris. He became
principal horn player of the Ensemble Modern in 1990, and first started conducting
in 1999 when he was 2nd conductor to John Adams for Ives’ Symphony No. 4.
www.franckollu.com
Oliver Knussen’s music occupies a respected and regularly revisited place in concert and
opera programmes worldwide. His Third Symphony, his opera Where the Wild Things Are
and Violin Concerto are among the most frequently performed British works of recent times.
As an acclaimed and much-invited conductor, the force of his presence and influence on
contemporary music has been felt in many parts of the world.
He has enjoyed long and close collaborations with many distinguished composers,
including Elliott Carter, Alexander Goehr, Hans Werner Henze, Mauricio Kagel, Toru
Takemitsu, Magnus Lindberg, George Benjamin and Mark Anthony-Turnage, as well
as encouraging many younger composer-collegues through his work at Tanglewood
and the Contemporary Composition and Performance courses (which he co-founded
with Colin Matthews) at the Britten-Pears school in Snape, Suffolk, where he now lives.
www.harrisonparrott.com
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Dance Figures (2004)
Nine Choreographic scenes for orchestra
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BBC Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Oliver Knussen
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Recit
In the Mirror
Interruptions
Song
Hammers
Alone
Olicantus
Whirling
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Performance given in the Barbican, London on 29 March 2008.
By permission of the B.B.C.
www.bbc.co.uk/orchestras
Dance Figures was commissioned by La Monnaie de Munt, The Chicago Symphony Orchestra and
Strasbourg Musica.
The first performance was given by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra conducted by Daniel Barenboim,
in Orchestra Hall, Symphony Center Chicago, on 19 May 2005 The stage premiere, choreographed
by Anne-Teresa de Keersmaeker, was given on 17 May 2006, at La Monnaie/de Munt, Brussels,
conducted by Kazushi Ono
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Sometime Voices (1996)
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Performance given in the Philharmonie, Berlin on 13 February 2005.
By permission of Deutschlandradio
www.dso-berlin.de

Ensemble Modern. Founded in 1980 and situated in Frankfurt am Main since 1985, the
Ensemble Modern (EM) is one of the leading ensembles of New Music. Currently, the EM
is comprised of 18 soloists from Argentina, Bulgaria, Germany, India, Israel, Japan, Poland,
and Switzerland, all of whom provide the ensemble with its rich cultural background.
The Ensemble Modern is famous for its unique working and organisational form. All
the members are responsible for jointly selecting and dealing with projects, co-productions
and financial matters.
Its unique and distinctive programme consists of music theatre, dance and video
projects, chamber music, ensemble and orchestral concerts. In past years, the Ensemble
Modern has gone on tour to Russia, South America, Japan, Australia, India, Korea, Taiwan,
and the United States.
The Ensemble Modern gives approximately 100 concerts each year. The ensemble
strives to achieve the highest degree of authenticity by working closely with the composers
themselves. The musicians rehearse an average of 70 new works every year, 20 of which
are world premieres.
In 2003, the German Federal Cultural Foundation nominated the Ensemble Modern
as one of Germany’s »beacons« of contemporary culture. With this honour, the Ensemble
Modern received a five-year funding package from the German Federal Cultural Foundation
in 2004 to support three important pillars of the Ensemble Modern – the Ensemble Modern
Orchestra, the International Ensemble Modern Academy and eminent projects of Ensemble
Modern.
The Ensemble Modern is funded by the German Federal Cultural Foundation, the
City of Frankfurt, the German Ensemble Academy Assoc., the state of Hesse, the GEMA
Foundation and the GVL. hr2-kultur is media partner of the Ensemble Modern.
www.ensemble-modern.com

Sometime Voices was commissioned for the opening concerts of the Bridgewater Hall, Manchester by
the Hallé Orchestra with funds from the Arts Council of England and Royal Mail.

The musicians of the Ensemble Modern would like to thank the Aventis Foundation for
financing a seat in the Ensemble.

10.09

Dietrich Henschel, baritone
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin
Rundfunkchor Berlin
conducted by Kent Nagano

i

Sometime Voices
Sometimes a thousand twangling instruments
Will hum about mine ears; and sometime voices,
That, if I then had waked after long sleep,
Will make me sleep again: and then, in dreaming,
The clouds methought would open, and show riches
Ready to drop upon me; that, when I waked,
I cried to dream again.
Caliban, The Tempest, Act III, Scene II

The first performance was given on 11 September 1996 in the Bridgewater Concert Hall, Manchester
with William Dazeley, baritone the Hallé Orchestra and Choir conducted by Kent Nagano.
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Hilary Summers enjoys a varied career encompassing repertoire from the 12th to the 21st
century. A true contralto with a wide vocal range, she has excited the attention of many
contemporary composers. In 1999 she created the role of Stella in Elliott Carter’s opera What
Next for the Berlin Staatsoper conducted by Daniel Barenboim and also created the role of
Irma in Eötvös’s opera Le Balcon at the 2002 Aix-en-Provence Festival. She has performed
Boulez Le Marteau sans Maître with the Ensemble Intercontemporain and Pierre Boulez, the
recording of which won a 2006 Grammy Award. As part of the celebrations of Boulez’s 80th
birthday she performed Le Visage nuptial under his direction with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. In Britain Hilary has forged a special relationship with the composer Michael
Nyman, creating the lead role in his opera Facing Goya.
Hilary has worked with leading exponents of the Baroque repertoire including Hogwood,
McCreesh, Gardiner and Christie with whom she recently appeared in a production of Purcell’s
Dido and Aeneas. Hilary appeared as Mrs Sedley in Britten’s Peter Grimes for Glyndebourne
Festival Opera, the Washerwoman in Rob Zuidham’s Rages d’amour at the Nederlandse
Opera in Amsterdam and Hippolyta in A Midsummer Night’s Dream for the Teatro Real,
Madrid.
Hilary’s recordings include Handel’s Messiah with King’s College Cambridge; Handel’s
Lotario with Alan Curtis and Il Complesso Barocco; A Midsummer Night’s Dream with the
London Symphony Orchestra and Sir Colin Davis; Rossini’s Petite Messe Solennelle with The
King’s Consort and Six Celan Songs by Michael Nyman. www.ingpen.co.uk
Dietrich Henschel was born in Berlin in 1967. He attended the Music Highschool
and Conservatory in Nurnberg, and continued his studies in piano, conducting and
singing in Munich. His first official engagement was as a lyric baritone at the Theater der
Landeshautpstadt Kiel. His international career began in 1997 with the part of Faust in
Busoni’s Opera Dr. Faustus for the Opera National de Lyon; followed by many productions
with the Paris Opera, the Deutsche Oper Berlin, and Opera houses in Amsterdam, Zurich,
Geneva and Brussels. Dietrich Henschel also participates in many music festivals such as
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Festival d’Aix-en-Provence and Münchener Opernfestspiele.
As a Lied and Oratorio singer Henschel is regularly to be seen in major concert halls
working with such conductors as Gardiner, Jacobs, Harnoncourt, Eschenbach, Mehta and
Nagano. www.dietrichhenschel.de
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George Benjamin

Sometime Voices (1996) • Dance Figures (2004)
Into the Little Hill (2006)
Three pieces that span a decade in George Benjamin’s output, and three works that
demonstrate how this composer, still the most fastidious and even obsessively perfectionist
of any musician of his generation, has expanded his creative horizons in recent years. It’s
an article of faith for Benjamin that all of his scores should be self-contained proofs of the
perfected system of harmony, rhythm, and structure that he designs, ab ovo, for each
work, and that each note, each phrase marking even, should be in the right place. There’s
a sort of compositional alchemy at work here; Benjamin works on his scores for months,
perhaps years, at a time, waiting for the moment when everything clicks into place, and he
can physically feel the essential rightness of every notational mark in his manuscript. As he
puts it: ‘There may be millions of notes in a work, but when you really find the right notes,
and they resonate in the right way, something mysterious happens. It’s that moment when
things suddenly lock in to each other, and you realise: I’ve got a piece!’
Such carefully wrought music, resulting from so tortuous a compositional process (Sudden
Time, his hallucinogenically brilliant orchestral work written for the London Philharmonic,
took him four years to write, for example; he eventually completed it in 1993) could easily
contain music of crystalline aesthetic beauty – and barren expressive emptiness. And
yet, the miracle of Benjamin’s music is that its poetic power is directly proportional to its
technical brilliance. In other words, his music proves the dictum that there is no such thing
as technique divorced from expression; the one is only a means to amplify the other.
And yet you’d have thought that this finely tuned balance between compositional virtuosity
and expressivity would be sorely tested by vocal music. After all, in Sometime Voices and
his opera, Into the Little Hill, it’s not just the parameters of harmony, texture, or form that
carry the works’ momentum: the words – by Shakespeare and Martin Crimp respectively
– and above all, the drama, demand a different discipline from the abstract strictures of
instrumental music. (As indeed does Dance Figures, but in a subtly different way – of
which, more later.) So how does Benjamin handle the juxtaposition of words and music in
Sometime Voices - especially the freight of associations conjured by Shakespeare’s famous
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lines from The Tempest – and the narrative arc of Into the Little Hill, with its literary forebear
in the tale of the Pied Piper?
Sometime Voices first. Composed in 1996 for the Hallé Orchestra and the opening of the
Bridgewater Hall in Manchester, and scored for solo baritone, chorus and orchestra, this
work’s title comes from the single speech of Caliban’s that Benjamin uses. As usual with
this composer, Benjamin’s words about the piece are as condensed and clear as his music,
so here is own programme note:
This short work explores Caliban’s famous speech in Act III, Scene 2 of
Shakespeare’s The Tempest, in which he describes a magical music pervading
the island on which he lives:
Sometimes a thousand twangling instruments
Will hum about mine ears; and sometime voices,
That, if I had wak’d after long sleep,
Will make me sleep again: and then, in dreaming,
The clouds methought would open, and show riches
Ready to drop upon me; that, I when I wak’d,
I cried to dream again.
Note: passages within brackets thus:   are not included in the musical work.

The savage Caliban [the solo baritone] sings fiercely in long, melismatic
phrases. Around him the orchestra drifts between an eerie tranquility and
mercurial animation, almost permanently pianissimo. I imagined that this
music was happening, as in a dream, within Caliban’s mind, although its
capricious behaviour is beyond his control.
Sometimes quiet and beguiling, at turns more sinister, the chorus, acting as
spirits, chant only one word during the piece – Caliban’s name. Suddenly
towards the end, all the instrumental and vocal forces erupt in a sustained
and colossal tutti. This cuts off abruptly, revealing Caliban’s bewildered and
stunned at the end of his vision.
At all times I wanted to achieve an extreme clarity of texture and deep
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Martin Crimp was born in 1956 and began writing for theatre in the 1980’s. His plays
include The City (2008), Fewer Emergencies (2005), Cruel and Tender (2004), Face to the
Wall (2002), The Country (2000), Attempts On Her Life (1997), The Treatment (1993), Getting
Attention (1992), No One Sees the Video (1991), Play with Repeats (1989), Dealing with Clair
(1988), and Definitely the Bahamas (1987).
He has close relationships with the Royal Court Theatre, where he was writer-inresidence in 1997The Young Vic Theatre, co-producer of Cruel and Tender, directed by
Luc Bondyand the National Theatre, which in 2007 produced the UK’s first major revival
of Attempts on her Life, directed by Katie Mitchell.
His work is widely translated and has been seen on numerous European stages
including the Bouffes du Nord/Festival d’Automne in Paris, the Vienna Festwochen and
Berlin’s Schaubühne. The Treatment (winner of the John Whiting award) was produced by
New York’s Public Theater in the same year as the Royal Court premiere, and in 1998 his
translation of Ionesco’s The Chairs won a Tony Award for Best Revival of a Play. Martin has
also translated or adapted works by Koltès, Genet, Marivaux, Molière and Chekhov.
Anu Komsi is a versatile musician whose dynamic coloratura voice is equally at home on
both opera and concert stages. She appears regularly throughout Europe and the United
States in a wide repertoire from the Renaissance to contemporary music. Her repertoire
includes over forty operatic roles and she scored a notable success with the virtuoso role in
Morton Feldman´s Neither in Stuttgart State Opera.
Conductors with whom she has collaborated include; Norrington, Knussen, Oramo,
Vänskä, Barshai, Segerstam, Saraste and Benjamin. In 1988 she sang in the world premiere
of Esa-Pekka Salonen’s FLOOF. Salonen also composed his orchestral work Wing on Wing
showcasing the Komsi coloratura twin-sisters.
A highlight of the 2005-2006 season was her interpretation of Sibelius`s Luonnotar,
and in November 2006 Anu sang in the very successful world premiere of George Benjamin´s
opera Into the little Hill.
Anu Komsi is Artistic Director of a new Opera Company in her hometown Kokkola,
Finland. Kokkola Opera’s first production was Mozart´s The Marriage of Figaro in 2006
with Anu singing the role of Susanna. The production was highly acclaimed in Finland as
“Innovation of the Year”. www.komsi.info/anukomsi
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George Benjamin is one of the outstanding composers of his generation. Born in 1960,
Benjamin started to play the piano at the age of seven, and began composing almost
immediately. In 1976 he entered the Paris Conservatoire to study with Olivier Messiaen
(composition) and Yvonne Loriod (piano), after which he studied under Alexander Goehr at
King’s College Cambridge.
His first orchestral work, Ringed by the Flat Horizon, was played at the BBC Proms
when he was just 20; since then his works have continued to be played across the world.
Antara was a commission from IRCAM to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the Pompidou
centre in 1987. Benjamin conducted the first performances of Sudden Time at the first
Meltdown Festival in 1993, and Three Inventions for Chamber Orchestra at the 75th
Salzburg Festival in 1995.
The LSO and Pierre Boulez gave the world premiere of Palimpsests in 2002 to mark
the opening of the LSO’s season-long retrospective of his work at the Barbican, “By
George”, a project which also included the premiere of Shadowlines by Pierre-Laurent
Aimard. In recent years there have been numerous other major retrospectives of his work
including Brussels, Tokyo, Berlin, Strasbourg, Madrid, and the Festival d’Automne in Paris
(2006) where Into the Little Hill received its premiere. He has accepted the fourth Roche
commission, which will be premiered during his tenure as composer-in-residence at the
2008 Lucerne festival.
George Benjamin lives in London, and is the Henry Purcell Professor of Composition
at King‘s College, London. He was artistic consultant to the BBC’s three year retrospective
of the 20th Century music, Sounding the Century. As a conductor he regularly appears
with some of the world’s leading ensembles and orchestras, amongst them the the London
Sinfonietta, Ensemble Modern, the Cleveland and Concertgebouw orchestras and the Berlin
Philharmonic. In 1999 he made his ope ratic debut conducting Pelléas et Mélisande at la
Monnaie, Brussels and he has conducted numerous world premieres, including important
works by Wolfgang Rihm, Unsuk Chin, Grisey and Ligeti.
www.fabermusic.co.uk
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integration between the baritone line and its harmonic environment. As a
consequence of this, the harmonic core is consonant and transparent; this,
in turn, breeds a wide variety of other harmonic strands and materials as it
progresses. The large orchestra employs a quartet of plucked instruments
– banjo, mandolin and two harps – and a trio of xylophones (playing superfast tremolos with side-drum sticks), though these unusual timbres are used
sparingly.
A couple of key things to point out about Benjamin’s words: this is not a ‘setting’ of
Shakespeare, but as he says an ‘exploration’ of the words, and it is certainly a dramatisation
of them. ‘Short’ it may be, but this is expressively a big piece, conjuring a seductive skein
of sound from its forces, and creating a powerful psychological portrait of Caliban and his
sound-dreams. It is also a musical anti-fanfare, with its questioning, weightless final bars,
and would have filled the Bridgewater Hall with a richly ambiguous and properly Benjaminesque experience in 1996: this is far from the overtly celebratory soundscape usually
associated with works composed to consecrate concert halls. The piece is dedicated to
conductor Kent Nagano, the first interpreter of the piece, and the first person to record it
commercially, in this performance with Dietrich Henschel, the Deutsches Sinfonie-Orchester
Berlin and Rundfunkchor Berlin.
For all Caliban’s bewilderment at the end of Sometime Voices, he is a definite character,
arguably the first properly dramatic creation in Benjamin’s entire output (Caliban’s only
rivals are the melismatic mezzo who sings his 1990 Yeats setting, Upon Silence, and the
chilly soprano who sings Wallace Stevens’ poem A Mind of Winter, a setting composed in
1981). In that sense, Sometime Voices is a precursor of Into the Little Hill, his first opera. But
the composition of Into the Little Hill demanded musical as well as dramatic preparation.
And the most important musical upbeat to the opera, Benjamin says, was Dance Figures,
written in 2005 and premiered by Daniel Barenboim and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
Yet Dance Figures is not just a concert work: it was composed as a ballet, which Anna
Teresa de Keersmaeker choreographed a year later in Brussels.
And that choreographic functionality is the key to understanding Dance Figures: Nine
Choreographic Scenes for Orchestra, to give it its full title. ‘Nine short movements,
several interlinked’, Benjamin says, ‘all defined by strong contrasts in character, form and
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colour’. Such compositional priorities – contrast and characterisation – have always been
latent in Benjamin’s music, but never expressed with the same clarity as they are in Dance
Figures. Previous large-scale pieces for orchestra, above all Sudden Time, have created a
seamless, ever-evolving continuity of texture, shape, and line. Sudden Time, in fact, might
just be the apogee of the art of continual transition, in which musical individual ideas, like
the impassioned viola solo with which the work ends, are subsumed into a dream-like state
of intangible becoming; in which the simultaneity of different musical layers, and different
kinds of musical time, destabilises any sense of fixity or stasis.

1

WHERE IS MY CHILD?

2

Herelookin the lightlookha!can’t you see?

1

Where? What light?

2

Inside the Little Hillunder the earthwe’re burrowing under the
earthha!can’t you see?

1

There is no light under the earth: don’tsays the minister’s wifetell lies.
Come home to us.

In subsequent years, Benjamin wanted to escape this way of musical thinking (and it’s hard
to think how the liquefying lucidity of Sudden Time could be further developed). The more
recent Palimpsests for orchestra (1998-2002), with their elemental juxtapositions of texture
and time, and Shadowlines for solo piano, a set of six canonic preludes in which primacy
is given to hard-edged musical ideas, provide evidence of this transformation. But Dance
Figures takes things a stage further. As Benjamin says, ‘Dance Figures really is different,
not least because it took me only three months to write from beginning to end. I had
seen Balanchine’s wonderful choreography to Stravinsky’s Agon, with its little forms that
leave space and air for the dancers to work in, and it seemed to me that writing for dance
demands a succession of small forms rather than narrative, symphonic discourse. Actually,
I’m a bit fed up with constantly evolving, big symphonic forms in modern pieces, and I like
the challenge of making single statements which have a strong profile and character of their
own. It isn’t easy to do’. It may have been another compositional puzzle to solve, but the
resulting piece is as fluent as anything in Benjamin’s output, and its finely etched contrasts
are heard nowhere more clearly than in the attacca juxtaposition between the 8th and 9th
movements; between, as Benjamin says, ‘a dark-hued canon’, and the final ‘very short but
energetic Presto’. Mysteriously – and rather like Stravinsky’s Agon – there is also a strange
coherence that binds Dance Figures into a convincing whole: Benjamin’s compositional
alchemy at work again.

2

Oh yes there is light under the earth

And so to Into the Little Hill. ‘If I hadn’t written Dance Figures and been able to cope with
small, closed structures, I wouldn’t have been able to write my opera’, Benjamin says.
But written it was, and ‘with incredible speed, by my standards’. Benjamin’s librettist is
playwright Martin Crimp. The story they made in this ‘lyric tale’, as the score describes the
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streams of hot metal
ribbons of magnesium
particles
particles of light
1

Don’t lie to us: come home.

2

And the deeper we burrow the brighter it burnsha!can’t you see?

1

Don’t lie to us. A child can’t burrow under the earth.

2

streams of hot metal
ribbons of magnesium
particles
particles of light.

1
2

Don’t lie to us: come home.
This is our home. Our home is under the earth. With the angel under the earth.
And the deeper we burrow the brighter his music burns.
Can’t you see?
Can’t you see?
Can’t you see?
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1

I don’t like threats

2

unlike your word

1

I don’t like your tone of voice:

2

unlike your tone of voice

1

You will now leave!

2

is innocent.
Pause

1

So the man left.

2

Whereupon he began another tune.

INTERLUDE
VIII

Mother(s) and Child(ren)

1

Each cradle rocks empty
each cage-like cot
each narrow bed empty but still warm.
Each hot dent in a child’s pillow
still smells of a child’s hair
each sheet’s stillfeel it
wet with spit.
The minister’s wife sayssays to the ministerminister’s
wifesaysahahsays to the ministerminister’s wifeahahsays to
the says to the says to the ministerahsaysahsays
Where is my child?my childsays to the minister
WHERE IS MY CHILD?
2 appears in the distance, not visible to 1.

2

As dolly was milking her cow one day… 

1

MY CHILD.

2

…Tom took his pipe and began for to play… 
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piece, relates to the Pied Piper story – a calculated step, in order to allow audiences an
immediate entry point into the opera’s dramaturgy. But Crimp’s re-telling simultaneously
updates the story to a time of recognisable modernity, with its politicians, photographs,
and limousines, and opens up further mythic dimensions to the narrative. The drama of Into
the Little Hill is concise, clear, and simultaneously ambiguous, even chilling, by the opera’s
end. ‘Martin’s libretto’, Benjamin says, ‘is hard-edged, formal, and hyper-condensed’.
Indeed: so condensed, in fact, that the opera’s eight scenes run for just over 35 minutes
in performance.
There’s a dramatic compression in the casting of the piece as well. Two singers, a soprano
and contralto, play all the parts: the soprano sings the Crowd, the Stranger, the Narrator,
and the Minister’s Child; the alto also takes the parts of the Crowd and Narrator, as well as
the Minister and the Minister’s Wife. In the story, a state is beset by a plague of rats, and the
Minister wants shot of them to clean up society – and to help his re-election. The Stranger –
a deeply unsettling figure, with ‘no eyes, no nose, no ears’, as Crimp’s libretto has it – offers
to get rid the rats, for a fee. He will use his music: ‘With music I can open a heart / as easily
as you can open a door / and reach right in’. The Minister’s Child asks her Mother why the
rats have to die. Because, ‘A rat only steals – a rat’s not human’, comes the reply. ‘But those
ones are wearing clothes’, the Child says. The rats disappear; but the Stranger is unpaid.
‘They left – they chose to leave – of their own free will’, the Minister tells him, the money
the Stranger should have been paid used instead to plant ‘our Little Hill with trees’. ‘And
music?’ the stranger says. ‘All music – smiles the minister – is incidental’. The Children have
gone; disappeared ‘Inside the Little Hill – under the earth – we’re burrowing under the earth
– ha! can’t you see?’, as the Child sings in the final scene, a duet with the Mother.
It’s a story which can resonate in any number of ways: as a polemic on contemporary
attitudes to immigration, the notion that society would be better off without its ‘rats’; as a
satire on the way power corrupts; as a gloss on the tabloid fetishisation of the disappearance
of children; or as a dark hymn to the problematic power of music. The brilliance of Crimp’s
libretto is that it is all these things, and more: its lucid clarity leaves open any number of
possibilities for listeners.
As does Benjamin’s music. He uses an ensemble of fifteen players, instruments chosen
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with typical felicity and individualism. The unique colour of Into the Little Hill’s soundworld
is defined by two basset horns, a contrabass clarinet, and cimbalom, as well as strings,
flute(s), two cornets and trombone. Composed with the new music virtuosos of Ensemble
Modern in mind, and first produced in a staging by Daniel Jeanneteau in Paris November
2006, Into the Little Hill was immediately recognised as one of Benjamin’s most important
and ambitious pieces. It works vividly on stage, especially in the performances by Anu
Komsi and Hilary Summers, who incarnated the roles in the first production and who clearly
relished Benjamin’s idiomatic vocal writing, performances which this recording preserves.

1

Promised money by who?

2

By you, says the man.

1

Ah.

2

Yes.

1

Ah.

2

Yes.

1

By me.

2

Yesfor the extermination.

1

There was no extermination. says the ministerplacing his hand gently over
the wordthere was no extermination: they leftthey chose to leaveof their
own free will.

2

You swore by your sleeping child.

1

They left of their own free willwhat money?the money has been spent on
barbed wire and on educationon planting our Little Hill with trees

2

And music?

1

on cleaning the sea

Benjamin himself has spoken of the multiple perspectives in his music. ‘I like to give people
space of their own. It’s important not to have one way of listening to music: there are
different paths, different feelings in a piece of music, depending on the person and on
the performance’. One way of interpreting Into the Little Hill is a plea for acceptance of
multiplicity; a multiplicity Benjamin’s score realises, animates, and gives to his listeners.

2

And music?

1

we’ve built new wallslit the streetspoliced dark alleywayswe’ve
purified the air

2

And music?

© 2008 Tom Service

1

All musicsmiles the ministeris incidental.

2

You swore by your sleeping child
because your sleeping child

So is Into the Little Hill a chamber opera? Only in the narrowest sense of scale. In its impact,
its range and depth, Into the Little Hill manages the same trick that so many of Benjamin’s
works do, compressing a huge range of experience and richness into a comparatively small
time-frame. The reason for its musical and dramatic success is Benjamin’s unerring feeling
for expressive characterisation. It may be thanks to the experience of composing Dance
Figures, as Benjamin suggests, but each strata of Into the Little Hill’s score is immediately
identifiable, from the Crowd’s baying cries of ‘Kill them’ right at the start of the piece, to the
rodentine scurrying of the rat’s music, and the Mother’s lamenting grief in the last scene.
Yet the way Benjamin weaves all of these elements together creates something richer and
stranger than any individual layer on its own. The result is music that is dramatically direct,
but emotionally mysterious.

1
2
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I don’t like demands
unlike your god
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burrow under our property
rattle and rattle the black sacks.
Kill and you have our vote.
VII

The Minister and the Stranger.

1

His head lies on his desk
between the family photograph
and the file marked “extermination”
eyes level with the last rat left alive
caged on his desk
spared by his child
rattling its wheel.
How much he loves it!
How much he loves the last rat left alive!
How much it resembles him! Same eyes!

2

Same bright clear eyessays the man with nonesame brave
intelligencesame appetite.

1

Howsays the ministerdid you find me here?

2

I followed the sound, says the man with no ears.

1

What sound?

2

The sound of the crowd. The sound of the crowd humming inside your head
like a refrigerator in summer. And with no nose I could smell blood.

1

What do you want, says the minister.

2

What do I want, says the manmoney.

1

Money?

2

I’d like my money.

1

You’d like yourwhat?money?

2

Yesmoney, says the manas I was promised.
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Into the Little Hill

text for music, Martin Crimp

Note: passages within brackets thus:   are not included in the musical work.

Part One
I

The Crowd

1+2

Kill them they bite
kill them they steal
kill them they take bread take rice
takebitestealfoul and infect
damage our property
burrow under our property
rattle and rattle the black sacks.
Kill and you have our vote.

II

The Minister and the Crowd

1

The minister greets the crowd
selects a baby to kiss in the green April light
for the black eye of the camera
smiles, grips the baby, thinks:
We have no enemies.
We live peacefully
in the shadow of the Little Hill.
On the horizon of our city
are banks and steeples, the quarter-moons of minarets. 
We accept all faiths
because we believeintelligently believe
in nothing.
And what’s wrongthinks the minister
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with a rat?
A rat knows its place
avoids lightclings as a rat should
to the walls
and only steals from the stacked-up plastic sacks
what we have no appetite to eat.

1

The minister passes back the baby
says to the electorate: pleasethink
the rat is our friend.
My own child is in her element
feeding her black rat and cutting its claws.
Even this babywho knows?may owe its life
to a rat in an experiment.

Part Two

grip and cling
then over the gold-ringed rim

2

How long will they grip and cling?

1

drop, my sweetheart, as hot rain.
END OF PART ONE

VI

Inside the Minister’s head (1).

2

But the people spit
back over the metal fence:

Under a clear sky
the minister steps from the limousine
re-elected
reaches over the metal fence
to shake hands with the crowd.
What’s that sound? The grateful shriek of the people.
And that?

III

The Crowd

Pause

1+2

Kill them they bite
kill them they steal
kill them they take bread take rice
takebitestealfoul and infect
damage our property
burrow under our property
rattle and rattle the black sacks.
We want the rats dead.

1

But no animalnot one animalmust suffer
neither must our children
brave and intelligent
with bright clear eyes
ever see blood

14

And that?
1

There is no other sound.

2

There is another sound.

1

There is no other sound.

2

There is another sound: the sound of his heart. The sound of the minister’s
heart humming in the minister’s head under the clear May sky. Listen.
Inside the Minister’s head (2)

1+2

Kill them they bite
kill them they steal
kill them they take bread take rice
takebitestealfoul and infect
damage our property
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2

Why have we locked them away, Mummy?

IV

The Minister and the Stranger

1

Because of how hard we’ve worked for them.

1

2

Haven’t the rats worked?

1

A rat only stealsa rat’s not human.

2

But those ones are wearing clothes.

1

How can a rat wear clothes?

2

That one’s holding a suitcase.

1

No.

2

That one’s holding a baby.

1

Noonly rats in story-books wear hats and coats and carry babies.

Night comes but not sleep.
What are those sparks? Rats feeding on electricity.
What is that sound? Rats digesting concrete.
And that? (Pause) And that?
In his daughter’s bedroom
he finds a man
a man with no eyes, no nose, no ears
finds him stooped over his sleeping child
while the black rat rattles its wheel.
Who are you? says the minister
How did you get into my house?

2

She’s dropped it.

2

1

No.

2

She’s dropped the baby.

1

No.

2

And the otherslookare running over itrunning over the baby’s face.

1

Come away from the window.

2

She’s screaming, Mummy, she’s screamingthe other rats won’t stop!

I charmed my way in
says the man with no eyes, no nose, no ears
and with music I will charm my way out again
With music I can open a heart
as easily as you can open a door
and reach right in
march slaves to the factory
or patiently unravel the clouds
blacken each particle of light
or make night bright as magnesium.
With music I can make death stop
or rats stream and drop from the rim of the world:
the choice is yours.

Pause
Will there be blood?
1

Says the minister’s wife: Of course not.

2

Then how will they die?

1

But the worldsays the ministeris round.

With dignity, sweetheart.
The rats will stream like hot metal
to the rim of the world

2

The worldsays the manis the shape my music makes it: the choice is
yours

1

2

Pause

How can they stream like metal?
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1

What do you want, says the minister.

1

I swear to you by god.

2

What have you got, says the man, money?

2

Your god can’t be trusted. Swear by your sleeping child.

1

Money?

1

What has this to do with my child?

2

Have you got money?

2

1

Have I gotwhat?money?

2

Yesmoney, says the man, have you got money?

1

What d’you want money for?

Swear to me by your sleeping child because your sleeping child
unlike your god
unlike your word
unlike your smile
is innocent.

2

To live, says the man.

1

Ah.

2

Yes.

1
2

Pause
1

Hmmsmiles the ministerin a tiny voicein a voice too soft to wake the
minister’s wifeI swear.

Ah.

2

In that casesays the manI will begin.

Yes.

INTERLUDE

1

To live.

V

Mother and Child

2

Yesmoney to live.

2

Why must the rats die, Mummy?

1

And how much money does a man need to live?

1

Tom, he was a piper’s son
He learnt to play when he was young.

2

Why must the rats die, Mummy?

1

And all the tune that he could play
Was ‘Over the hills and far away’.

2

Why do they have to die?

1

Becausesays the minister’s wife.

2

Because what, Mummy?

1

Because they steal the things we’ve locked away.

2

What have we locked away, Mummy?

1

All the breadall the fruitall the oil and electricity.

Pause
As much as that?
2

Yes.

1

As much money as that?

2

That’s what it takes to unravel the clouds, says the man.

1

Not cloudsratsdestroy the ratssee me re-elected, smiles the minister,
and I’ll double it

2

The choice is yours.

1

I’ll double ityou have my word.

2

Your word is dead.
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